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Making Your Own Tactual Book: Let’s Do Plants
(Book by Kirsten Haugen, From the Plants Start-to-Finish Literacy Starter Kit, Don Johnston Inc., www.donjohnston.com)

Why?
Students with deaf-blindness have limited access to typical children’s literature.  This book has been adapted to meet this need.  The following contains a materials shopping list and a page-
by-page description for making your own.  The book has been adapted so that it is also appropriate for students with low vision. There are small pieces in these books that may fall off with
use.  It is critical to supervise your students appropriately around this book, as the numerous, small items present serious choking hazards.  Small strips of clear packing tape have been used
to reinforce many of the tactuals.  When possible, the tape has been placed so that it doesn’t cover up important tactual information.

Tactualizing Books
When deciding what to tactualize in a book, it’s important to identify the key concept(s) being taught on a particular page.  This concept can be tactualized.  Thus, you may not need to have a
tactual to represent every single item on every page.  The use of color has been included for students who have some residual vision, as well as for their sighted peers who may be reading
alongside.

Getting Started with Tactualizing Let’s Do Plants
1. Get the following basic tools/equipment

• High temperature glue gun & glue sticks
• X-Acto Knife
• Scissors (regular and those that make wavy edges)
• All Purpose Craft Snips
• Ruler
• Laminator & laminate
• Access to a high tech Braille embosser or Braille Labeler
• Packing Tape
• Hole puncher

2. Go shopping and assemble tactuals/materials  (see shopping list)
3. Take apart the book and laminate individual pages
4. Tactualize according to page-by-page directions
5. Bind using comb binder
6. Add Braille (Plan A: Work with VI teacher to get text brailled; Plan B: Use Braille labeler)
**It is easier to tactualize all of the pages individually.  Wait and bind book together after you have finished tactualizing it.
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Shopping List for Let’s Do Plants
(Book by Kirsten Haugen, From the Plants Start-to-Finish Literacy Starter Kit, Don Johnston Inc., www.donjohnston.com)

Craft Store
(Michael’s/AC Moore’s)

Target/Walmart Hardware Store
(Home Depot/Lowe’s)

Miscellaneous
(Around the house)

Assorted artificial plants/flowers:
-2 sprigs of small or spray flowers/various colors
-1 sprig of mini-leaf green plant
-1 bunch of thin-leaf or grass
-1 bunch of sunflowers
-1 bunch of daisies
-1 bunch of “fall bushes” or similar with medium-
sized leaf and yellow cloth flowers

1 roll of thin cork
1 sheet of green, adhesive back felt
1 sheet red fun foam
1 sheet green fun foam
1 sheet white fun foam
1 sheet yellow fun foam
1 small spool of white or green satin cord
1 small spool of red paper twine (“Creative Twist”)
1 bag medium sized white pom-poms
1 miniature Bee
Black & White Slick Paint
5-6 packs of hot glue sticks

Small spool of Yellow
braided marine poly cord

White medical tape

Red non-skid shelf liner

Clear packing tape

1 adhesive back square
of white smooth
linoleum flooring

1 adhesive back square
of rough linoleum
flooring

Cardboard coffee cup insulator

Small paper plate

6-8 un-popped popcorn kernels

Sponge

Dycem scraps

Sandpaper scrap

2 pipe cleaners

Towel/blanket/cloth scrap

Ball point pen cap
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Page-by-Page Descriptions for Book Tactualizing: Let’s Do Plants
(Book by Kirsten Haugen, From the Plants Start-to-Finish Literacy Starter Kit, Don Johnston Inc., www.donjohnston.com)

A note about Artificial Flowers: A wide array of artificial plants can be purchased at most craft supply stores. With the exception of Daisies and Sunflowers (which are specifically
discussed in Let’s Do Plants), it is not important to use exactly the same plants models as in the tactualized sample. For the concepts addressed in this book, it IS important to have on hand:

1) A variety of leaf shapes,
2) A variety of leaf and flower sizes,
3) A variety of textures in the leaves and flowers, and several different flower colors for the sensory exercise of students who are sighted or partially sighted.

Remember, you can cut leaves to change their shape. Also, all artificial plants snap apart easily. Leaves detach from the branches, flowers from the stems, and the plastic flower centers from
the cloth petals. They can be trimmed, mixed-and-matched, & reassembled.

A note about glue & tape: It may be helpful to use more than necessary to increase durability.  Over time with use, stalks or items may begin to pull away from page.  Packing tape can be
used to tape down ends of stems and other items.  Thin strips can be used so as to not interfere or cover up important tactual information.

***Enjoy the book, but please supervise your students appropriately as the numerous, small items present serious choking hazards.

Page Key Teaching
Concept

Item(s)
Represented

Materials Needed What To Do Picture

Front
Cover

Introduce title page

Concept of:  Plant Parts
                    Plant Variety

Grass

Small flowering plant

Daisy

Watermelon seeds

4-6 artificial grass blades

Assorted artificial flowers &
leaves

Daisy with stem, leaf, 1 pom-pom

Black Slick Paint

Make sure your plants are glued
down well. Snap the daisy flower off
its stem. Remove the petals from
the plastic “button” center. Glue
the petals to the page above the
stem; glue the pom-pom in the
center.
For each seed, make a small oval of
Slick paint on the page. Then, drag
the nozzle along the page (without
squeezing) to form a point at one
end.
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1 What would you see as you
walk by a garden? Many
different plants, growing out
of the ground.
Introduce the visual concept
that these plants look small
when seen from afar.

4 or 5 varieties of plants:
include leaf, flower, and
stem.

Dirt

Paved pathway

1 stem of “mini-leaf” plant
1 pair of “fall-bushes” leaves, or
similar
3 stems of “wildflowers,” or
similar

Thin cork, approx. 5”x1”

A strip of sand paper or grip tape
(for pathway) approx. 5”x1”

Use small leaf/petal varieties of
artificial plants to support the
“scale” concept.

2 What do trees look like from
a distance? Like page 1, this
picture is an overview, seen
from far away and without a
lot of detail. Notice the size
relationship of trees to
building.

Grassy lawn

School façade

Trees trunks
Tree tops

Green sticky-back felt

Rough adhesive back tile, 4”x3”
square (cut a small rectangle into
the bottom for a door, to scale)

Cardboard from coffee insulator
Green sticky-back felt

Cut a strip of felt for the grass,
approx. 10”x 3/4” to place above
the text.  Cut out schoolhouse out
of tile.  Cut & glue 2 tree trunks out
of cardboard. Cut 2 semi-circle or
lima bean shaped pieces of felt, one
for tree tops.  Punch 10-15 holes
out of the tree leaves, scattered.

3 Observe the differences and
similarities between two
distinct plant types.

Dirt

Grass

Dandelion flower

Leaf

Stem

Thin cork, approx 10”x1/2”

10-15 blades of artificial grass

1 medium size yellow cloth flower

1 large cloth leaf

6” green silk cord

Glue the cork below the text.
Glue the grass on one side of the
page; assemble the dandelion’s parts
on the other side.

Remove the flowers from their
stems.  Glue dandelion down on its
side so petals are easily explores.
Can cut edges of  dandelion leaf to
be jagged. The top is wider than the
base. Glue down cord for stem with
1 leaf.
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4 The details: let’s look at a
dandelion up close.

Dandelion flower

Leaf

Stem

1 medium size yellow cloth flower

1 large cloth leaf, edges cut

3” green silk cord

Assemble the plant parts above the
text, stem first. Lots of glue!

5 How does a dandelion flower
change when it goes to seed?
This picture also shows a few
individual seed tufts
separated from the plant. In
this picture, like most, the
blank page represents the
air.

Dandelion fluff ball

Dandelion stem

Dandelion seed tufts

4” yellow braided marine poly-
cord, cut in half

6” green silk cord

1” white braided marine poly-cord,
frayed

Fray one end of each 2” piece of
braided poly-cord. In the center of
one piece, place a dab of hot glue.
Lay the other piece across it to
form an “x” and press down. This is
your fluff ball. Glue the silk cord on
one edge of the page. Glue the fluff
ball on top (leaving the edges loose).
Separate fibers of the remaining 1”
of poly-cord into 3 parts. Glue the
tufts in a row across the page.

6 Introduce a new plant shape.
There is more than one plant
because it’s a garden. What
makes a garden?

Daisy flowers

Stems

Leaves

Different flowers

4 cloth daisy flowers
4 pom-poms

20” white braided marine poly-
cord

2 sets of cloth daisy leaves

2 small sprigs of different flowers

Cut the nylon cord into 3 pieces.
Starting from the bottom of the
page, glue two of the pieces
vertically, on either side of the
text. Cut the remaining piece in half
and glue each into the center of one
of the existing stems, to create a
fork. Atop each stem, glue one daisy
flower. Glue one pom-pom in the
center of each flower.

Add variety by gluing down 2
different types of flowers in the
center of the page.
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7 Looking at an individual and
seeing the parts.

Daisy flower

Stem

Leaf

1 cloth daisy flower
1 pom-pom

6” white braided marine poly-cord

1 daisy leaf

Glue the nylon cord vertically on one
side of the text for the stem. Glue
the flower at the top, then add the
pom-pom and the leaf.

8 Interactive page for student
to pull off and explore daisy
petals Daisy center

Detachable daisy petals

Adhesive back Velcro (hook & loop)

1 pom-pom

Medical tape

Cut a ~2” diameter circle out of
loop Velcro and glue down. Glue the
pom-pom in the middle of velcro to
make the daisy center.
Make 7 daisy petals out of medical
tape folded back on itself.
Cut hook Velcro into 7 small
squares, and affix to narrow end of
each petal.

9 Illustration of text Different colored flowers

Stems

Bee

2 sprigs of very different flowers
(different shape & color)
2 stems of 4-6” of silk cord

1 artificial craft bee

Glue the two flower stems above
the text, side by side. Make sure
the bee is glued down well, with its
head and front legs resting on one
of the flowers.
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10 This picture suggests the
different textures and
consistencies of the items.
For example, why does the
“honey” extend off the edge
of the “bread” and onto the
page? What do we know
about real honey?

Bread

Honey

White compressed sponge, 3” x 3”
square

Dycem scrap

Cut and glue down sponge to
represent piece of bread.  Cut a
blob shape out of the dycem. Glue it
over the sponge square, allowing
some to “drip” over edge of
sponge.*
*Hot glue may not bond these
materials together well. We
recommend Goop or Beacon Kids’
Choice Glue.

11 Discuss where tomatoes that
we eat come from (i.e. they
grow on plants) and how this
plant is different from the
others we’ve seen so far.
Why are some of the
tomatoes green, and smaller?

Tomatoes (ripe and unripe)

Stem & Leaves

Red fun foam sheet, two 2” circles
Green fun foam sheet, two 1”
circles

2-3 plant stems with large leaves

Make the tomatoes by covering
each circle evenly with hot glue.
Starting in the center and working
out toward the edge.  Let dry.

Glue the stems, leaves, and fruits in
place above the text.

12 Explore the inside of a
tomato. If your student is
interested, you can discuss
the concept of a cross-
section. For example, this
tomato looks different than
the ones growing on the
plant. Things look different
depending on how you cut
them and which parts are
exposed to view.

Tomato flesh

Tomato pulp with seeds

Red fun foam sheet

Red non-skid shelf liner
White Slick paint

Cut 1 circle out of red foam and one
circle out of red self liner, both
about 4” in diameter. Fold the foam
circle in half and cut out two
triangular sections, pointing toward
each other. Unfold, turn, and repeat
to create 4 open sections. Glue the
foam circle to the shelf liner circle.
Attach this to the page above the
text, foam side up. In the cut-out
spaces, use slick paint to make
seeds.
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13 Illustration Watermelon seeds Black Slick paint Touching the nozzle to the page,
squeeze gently to form 2 or 3 small
ovals. Then, drag and lift the nozzle
to form a point at the end of each
oval.

14 Introducing another plant
shape

Sunflowers

Stems

Leaves

2 cloth sunflowers, centers intact

2 green pipe cleaners

2 cloth sunflower leaves, removed
from the plastic stem

The fuzzy pipe cleaners create a
more interesting and more
informative tactual experience than
the plastic stem. Bend them slightly
toward the center so the flowers
fit above the text.

15 Exploring the detail of a
stem. What would a
sunflower look like if you
picked it, held it up close, and
only looked at the stem? You
wouldn’t see the flower. You
might notice uneven textures.
Even if you didn’t see the
rest of the plant, how can you
tell what this is? (The leaf)

Stem

Leaf

1 strip of green adhesive back
felt, about 11”x2.5”

1 cloth sunflower leaf

Fold/roll the felt into thirds to
create a long tube, about an inch
wide. Glue it across the page above
the text, seam side down. Add the
leaf.
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16 Illustrates the concept of a
row. If your student is
interested, discuss why they
are in a row. (The farmer
planted them that way; it
makes them easier to
harvest, etc.)The stalks can
be used for simple math
concepts, as well.

Corn stalks 6 to 8 pieces of red twisted paper
craft twine, about 5” long each.

Glue these side by side, in a row. If
you wish, place them in two groups
(4 and 4, for example). Keep this
picture simple; the most important
concept is “row.”

17 Scale relationship of a plant
to a person (hand).

Corn stalk

Leaves

Hand

1 piece of red twisted paper craft
twine, about 8” long

4 or 5 narrow cloth leaves

White fun foam

Glue the corn stalk beside the text.

Glue the leaves along the length of
the twine at even intervals. Out of
the foam, cut a simple hand shape,
about 2.5” long from wrist to
fingertips. Glue down well, with the
fingers covering the stalk.

18 Discuss who the “lady” might
be (a farmer?), and why she
wouldn’t want kids playing in
her garden (she’s afraid they
may break or steal her
plants).

No picture necessary.
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19 The parts and purposes of a
plant.

Corn stalk

Leaves

Roots

Dirt

8” of red twisted paper craft
twine

4 or 5 narrow cloth leaves

1” of White braided marine poly-
cord

Thin cork, wedge 7” long and 2”
high.

Glue leaves to the stalk. Fray the
poly-cord about 3/4” and glue the
still-braided end to the bottom of
the stalk. Glue the stalk across the
page above the text, with the roots
toward the book binding. Cut a large
notch out of the longest side of the
cork wedge, big enough for the
roots. The cork should fit along the
inner edge of the page, not
obstructing the text. Trim to fit.

20 Notice how the kernels
changed. Could you eat them
before? Why not? What
made them change? (They
were cooked).

Dried corn kernels

Popped popcorn

Several (3-6) un-popped kernels

White fun foam

Glue the kernels over the
photograph of kernels. Out of the
foam, cut two rounded, bumpy
shapes, about 1” each. These are
the popped kernels.

21 This view is different from
most of the others. It is a
top view, rather than a side
view.

Grass

Blanket

Green adhesive back felt, about
4”x8”

Towel/blanket/cloth scrap, about
2”x3”

Affix the felt above the text.
Glue down cloth onto felt to make
the blanket on the grass.
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22 The foods we eat: what kinds
of things are in a salad?

Plate

Tomato slice

Dandelion leaves

Small plastic disposable plate

Red fun foam, Red non-skid shelf
liner & White Slick paint

3 large cloth leaves

Glue the plate above the text. One
edge can be cropped if the plate
you are using is too big for the
page. Don’t cover the text. Make 1
tomato slice (see p. 12) and trim the
leaves (see p. 3) and glue down
these onto the plate.

23 Illustration Half of a hamburger bun

Hamburger patty

Tomato slice

Compressed sponge, 3” circle

Red non-skid shelf liner: three 3”
circles

Red fun foam, 2” circle
Red non-skid shelf liner, 2” circle
White Slick paint

Glue down hamburger bun made
from sponge.  Stack and glue
together three of the shelf-liner
circles. This is your hamburger
patty.  Glue to bun.

Make 1 tomato slice (see p. 12). Glue
down to hamburger patty.

24 Cultural practices: this is
something people do to make
their homes look nice. What
other kinds of things could
you do?

Assorted flowers

Vase

Assorted artificial flowers with
stems & leaves, medium & small
sized

1 ball point pen cap

Make sure the stems you are using
fit in the cap together (about 4
stems). Squeeze a generous dab of
hot glue into the pen cap, then
insert the stems. Glue to the page
beside the text.
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25 Illustration Ear of corn Yellow fun foam, about 5.5” x 1”,
cut in shape of corn cob

Glue the foam to page, first. With
the glue gun, carefully dab the glue
in small circles about 1/8” apart.
Optional: Can use YELLOW hot glue.

*scissors for decorative edges have
been used

26 This is what seeds would look
like, spit through the air. If
your student is not sighted,
he/she may be unfamiliar
with representations of
action.

Person’s face

Watermelon seeds

White fun foam, 3” circle

Black Slick paint

Cut the foam circle to create a
profile: indent under the chin, nose,
and mouth. If you wish, use another
small semi-circle of foam for the
ear.  Mark an “eye” dot on the
person with puff paint. On the page,
dot the paint to make 3 seeds in a
row, in line with your person’s
mouth. This picture can be very
simple, as long as the seeds and
person are represented in materials
that are consistent with your other
pictures.


